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Back up for a moment:

Why did we start densifying cities?



Shanghai, 1987



Shanghai, 2013



Accidents caused
by human error

Percentage of time
that cars are not in use

GDP cost of traffic in major urban areas
$23B for Los Angeles alone
$200B for UK + France + Germany + US



Parking spots per car
in major urban areas

Deaths per year
in car accidents

Cars on the road
in 2020, up from
1B in 2010
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Mobility density



Switching to clean and 
healthy vehicles





Before the electric car

Homage à Copenhagenise…

After the electric car









Sharing public space more 
efficiently







Houston, TX

Surface parking: 21.3%
Garage parking: 3.7%

Street area (including sidewalks): 
39.7%

Total area for rights-of-way plus 
off-street parking: 64.7%

Park space: 2.6% (1.1% excluding 
Discovery Green)



A quick calculation using
Montreal as an example
• Population 1.5M and 1M cars; 10 spots per car,  so

10M parking spaces

• If we could reallocate 5% of the space from cars
• Increase the tax base by 16% (30% -> 35% of area)

• +$560M/y (annual tax revenue ~$3.5B/y)

• A tree’s annual ecosystem benefit might range 
from $200 to $500
• Assume you could plant one tree per parking spot

• +$2B-$5B/y total economic benefit



The struggle to claim public space has begun
Here, for parking spaces



But also on sidewalks





“Uber Plans Shift to E-Bikes and 
Scooters for Short, Inner-City Rides”





But also in 3D







Western land claims Homestead act (1882)



Changing behavior through 
fiscal incentives



London (Congestion) Stockholm (Cordon) Eindhoven (mileage tolling)



"Table-of-tolls-College-Road-
London-SE21-Tollgate". Licensed
under Public Domain via Wikimedia
Commons -
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wik
i/File:Table-of-tolls-College-Road-
London-SE21-
Tollgate.jpg#/media/File:Table-of-
tolls-College-Road-London-SE21-
Tollgate.jpg









Trafic intelligent : Projet novateur

Stockholm



20%



70%



Increasing mobility density 
through carsharing,
carpooling and “taxi 2.0”



It used to be easy

Public transport Your own carTaxi



Now, not so much

And regulation is lagging

Public PrivateTaxi Private share

Shared publicShared
autonomous

Shared pool

Private
autonomous

Carshare
Uber-Lyft



Can car 
sharing 

replace car 
ownership?



Is Taxi 2.0 
evolving to 

City Bus 2.0?

How will car 
sharing impact 

public 
transport and 
modal share?



What is the 
impact on 

parking 
needs? What 

will we do 
with excess 

parking?



Autonomous vehicles





Yandex Taxi (Russia)





PROGRESS!NOT!











If all the vehicles 
were autonomous, 
electric and on-
demand, would 
there be a 
difference 
between these 
services?
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The industry that masters all of this will rule transportation



Helping people find their way, door to door:
From trip planning to Mobility as a Service (MaaS)

Single-mode trip planner

Multimodal trip planner

Fare integration

Open systems & APIs

Full Mobility as a Service



What should you watch for 
next?
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1. Judicious use 
of Regulatory
Levers



Lever 1:
Data Sharing



Lever 2:
Fiscal changes
• Mileage tax for autonomous

vehicles?

• Price parking appropriately



2. Deal with
Societal
Concerns and 
Objectives



Concern 1:
Privacy



Concern 2:
Equity and accessibility



Concern 3:
Usage costs 



Concern 4:
Safety and security



Concern 5: 
Improved Quality of life
Street redesign



3. Build a 
shared vision



Shared Vision Element 1:
Economic development
▪ Articulate economic gains

▪ Rethink fiscal environment



Shared Vision Element 2:
Defining new careers



Shared Vision Element 3:
Level-up education & training



Shared Vision Element 4:
New Governance
▪ Unified governance

▪ Helsinki, TFL

▪ Unified fiscal planning
▪ California, Norway

▪ Autonomous cars require triple-helix
collaboration and public sector
experimentation
▪ California, Singapore





Thank you!

@1garsvert
jbarsoum@ca.ibm.com


